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The Workbook for Rau's Respiratory Care Pharmacology, 8th Edition is a valuable companion to

the Rau text that offers a wide range of activities and practice exercises to further your

understanding of challenging pharmacology material. Definitions, case studies, and content review

break down complex concepts and help clarify key content from the text. NBRC exam-style

questions, matching questions, fill-in-the-blank questions, and labeling exercises give you practice

in applying those concepts and prepare you for the NBRC exam.Chapter objectives link workbook

exercises to specific content from the textbook.A variety of pharmacology exercises hones your

understanding of key terms and concepts.80% more case-based scenarios help you develop the

critical-thinking and analytical skills needed to succeed on the NBRC exam.120 additional NBRC

exam-style questions give you more practice with the types of questions you will encounter on the

NBRC exam.
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This is a great companion to have with the book. I do highly recommend it, especially when you are

preparing for tests. But it's filled with incorrect answers, so beware. I'd give it a higher score if it

weren't for so many incorrect answers. You'd think the publisher would have proofed it by now.

I decided to buy this for myself while I was in my respiratory program, and this was a great tool to

help get though my Pharmacology classes. If you do this workbook it really can help breakdown

what to look at in the textbook.



I'm only 1/2 way through my course but to date, the workbook has been invaluable. The textbook is

good but at times filled with dense information at a doctorate level that is both difficult to plow

through and provides little in the way of useful, practical information. The workbook breaks it down,

gives you what you are going to need at an RT level, and even provides practice NBRC questions.

The workbook comes with free access to the online website with flashcards, animations, power

point slides, and answer keys. I highly recommend using this workbook if you are taking

pharmacology.

I love workbooks incorporated with textbooks. But this particular workbook, for the most part is

useful however there are many typo errors and contradicting answers to the textbook materials in

just about each chapter assignments. This makes for a difficult learning tool to utilize as a student.

Not only our instructors take questions from the NBRC questions and put them into our exams and if

the answer key is wrong then my results of my exams are poor.

The workbook is a great complement to the textbook, but don't count on depending on checking the

answers if they're correct or not that you can get from the publisher's website because there are

several wrong answers provided online, and can confuse people if they don't pay attention to what

is actually in the textbook.

My book arrived as scheduled. I was disappointed with the condition. It was not that bad but it wqs

not as new as i read on the caption. Still like it though

Very summarized workbook. Helps breakdown the actual book so it is understandable... However

some of the answers for the NBRC section are incorrect.

This book will help you with all you need to know about respiratory drugs. Well, and it didn't hurt that

the author was also my drug professor.
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